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invasion6 Treatment
Existence to Extinction is One Small Step

By Richard F. Roszko

It’s the future. Space travel is normal. Peace with neighboring species on planets in
different galaxies has been attained for three hundred years. There’s a standing
military force guarding the known universe, but they have only fought in mock battles
and simulators, they haven’t faced any real life threatening situations.

ACT I - It hasn't been a good day for Lady Marshall Alianna Broxton (smart and tough
as nails, just like Sandra Bullock in Gravity). The construction of the new Imperium
communications base on the frontier planet of Pirene is behind schedule.

Sitting across from her, Ranor Broxton (personable but no-nonsense, like Russel Crowe
in Master and Commander) smiles as he listens to his wife. Waiting for the right
moment, he tells her that he was promoted to Lord Commodore. He mock-pompously
announces that they have been chosen to head the expeditionary force to Lagarto
Nebula. They are ecstatic; this is their first mission together since they got married.

The illusion of the two being in the same room vanishes as they break
communications. Ranor goes back to the command deck of the Battlecruiser Orius and
Alianna walks out of her office on Planet Pirene.

As Alianna enters the central command dome, things start to go awry. An unidentified
spacecraft is approaching. Communications from Space Station 1 abruptly drops. Then
Station 2. Then 3. Red Alert! All of a sudden, the base on Pirene itself is under attack.
Alianna orders an evacuation. Too late. The base is decimated.

Ranor is distraught that his wife is gone; however, he has no time to grieve. His three
battlecruisers are ordered by Lord High Admiral Zeton to engage in a hastily prepared
counterattack. Ranor tries to convince the Admiral that random attacks without a
coordinated effort are ill-conceived and will fail - but to no avail.
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Given no choice, Ranor proceeds to fight the enemy as ordered. It’s a textbook attack.
First, a massive missile barrage. No effect. Second, autonomous AI controlled Medusa
fighters rapid-fire armor piercing projectiles. No effect. The Medusas surround the sole
enemy spacecraft and fire lasers in unison. Still no effect.

Out of the blue, the enemy spacecraft explodes with a violent flash, sending out a
pulse wave that washes over the whole area. The Medusas tumble out of control, dead
in space.

Small robotic parasites, released from the enemy craft, scattered within the debris field
attach themselves to the dead Medusas. All of a sudden, the Medusas blink back to
life in unison and start to attack the battlecruisers. Taken off guard, the closest
battlecruiser is annihilated within minutes. The second turns his ship into the Medusa
horde and rams as many as he can so that Ranor and his ship to can escape.

Heavily damaged, Ranor’s ship can only make it to Vrados 4, a suboptimal planet with
toxic atmosphere. As luck would have it, they find out that the planet houses a secret
underground research facility. After a debrief by the research scientists there, Ranor
learns that the invaders have already hacked into all communications channels and are
using that information to outmaneuver the Imperium forces to win battles.

ACT II - Two shadowy figures walk into a bright room. Alianna and a handful of her
crew are still alive on Planet Pirene! Back from a scout mission, Commander Rani
reports that their base was taken intact by the enemy. Alianna instructs Rani to find a
way back to the base, draw up plans to recapture it, and send out a distress call - not
in any particular order. Alianna tries to lighten the mood but Rani just groans.
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Back on Vrados 4, Ranor and the scientists trace the hacked signals back to Planet
Pirene - right back to Alianna's communications center. Ranor is faced with a decision:
either go back to the Imperium with the information – hoping not to get sidelined this
time; or, as he is already presumed dead, secretly launch his own assault to wipe out
Alianna’s base.

Meanwhile, on Pirene, Rani has found a way to get into their base undetected by using
an old disused underground mining tunnel. Not wasting any time, Alianna gathers her
team and start their way back to recapture their base.

Ranor makes the decision to attack the enemy overrun command base on Planet
Pirene. He commandeers three destroyers and the Dreadnought Hydrus from the
research installation on Vrados 4.

Back on Pirene, Alianna and her crew sneak into the auxiliary control room buried
beneath the base. Just one problem. They can only monitor events, not control any
functions until the main computer is severed from the command center. Alianna sends
Rani and his crew to get it done. This time, Rani happily takes up the mission.

Dropping out of hyperspace, the three escort destroyers and the Dreadnought Hydrus
orbit Planet Pirene. The peaceful quiet only lasts a moment. The enemy defense
systems kick in. The hacked Medusas from the Pirine converge on the Hydrus. The
second battle for Planet Pirene begins.

In the auxiliary control room, alarms blare as the base above reacts to the space battle.
There is nothing Alianna can do except watch. Minutes seem like hours but Rani finally
takes the base system offline. Not wasting a nanosecond, Alianna jumps into action.
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The space battle is ferocious. Ranor is losing units faster than anticipated. As his crew
readies the Hellfire plasma cannon to wipe the Pirene command center off the face of
the planet, Ranor receives an incoming message. It’s a transmission from Alianna. She
slowly repeats herself. Ranor dismisses it as an auto-repeating distress beacon and
gets ready to fire. After all this time, is Ranor going to wipe out Alianna himself?

ACT III – Ranor repeats, “I said turn off the distress beacon!” The comm officer refuses
and he switches his console feed right onto the main screen. It is Alianna - alive! Ranor
pauses. Alianna didn’t expect to see Ranor either. They are both speechless for one
second that lasts an eternity.
An explosion near the ship snaps them out of it. With renewed vigor, the two
coordinate their forces to fight against their foe. After a series of harrowing close calls,
all of the enemy ships are defeated and Ranor and Alianna meet each other on the
planet.

Unbeknownst to the crew, the destruction of the command center triggered a recall
signal and remnants of the enemy forces drop out of hyperspace. After frantic
moments, the Hydrus takes off including everyone from Alianna’s team. Ranor is not
about to lose Alianna again.

As they gain altitude, additional enemy units converge. The Hydrus is too close to the
ground to effectively fight back. As if that wasn’t bad enough, more units drop in from
hyperspace. Survival seems to be slowly slipping away.

The ship still isn’t gaining altitude fast enough. Still stuck in the atmosphere, they can’t
engage the hypersphere engines to escape. An enemy destroyer closes in on the
Hydrus. It doesn’t look good. All of a sudden, it explodes. Enemy ships start blowing
up left and right.
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Ranor receives and incoming message. It’s Admiral Zeton. The Imperium home fleet
followed the retreating invaders right back to Pirene. The Admiral finishes cleaning up
the remnants of the enemy fleet. Afterwards, Zeton, Ranor, and Alianna meet at the
tattered base on Pirene. To their dismay, just like the preceding five invasions, there is
neither a trace nor any hint of the origins of the mysterious attacker.

As the sun sets, Ranor and Alianna walk out into a field and look up toward and set
sights on their original mission to Lagarto Nebula. The End.

An animated concept trailer is available at: https://vimeo.com/372525402


